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Pedagogical Decisions The authors have taken various stances on certain pedogogical and notational questions that arise in basic algebra instruction. We catalog these decisions here. If you find something in the book that runs contrary to these decisions, please let us know. While this book is in draft stages, there may be items here that not all of the authors agree with. List 0.0.1. • Interleaving is our preferred approach, compared to a proficiency-based approach. To us, this means that once the book covers a topic, that topic will be integrated in subsequent sections and chapters in indirect ways. For example, once the idea of examining whether or not data fit a linear pattern is introduced, that idea will intentionally show up in future examples and exercises. • Chapter 1 is written as a review, and is not intended to teach these topics from first principles. • We round decimal results to four significant digits, or possibly fewer leaving out trailing zeros. We do this to maintain consistency with the most common level of precision that WeBWorK uses to assess decimal answers. We round, not truncate. And we use the ≈ symbol. For example π ≈ 3.142 and Portand’s population is ≈ 609500. • We intend to offer alternative video lessons associated with each section. These are intended to provide readers with an alternative to whatever we have written on a topic. At present, we are not producing any videos. We find existing videos on YouTube. And so videos more than likely do not cover 100% of what our written content covers. And videos may use notation and approaches that differ from ours. • Traditionally, a math textbook has “examples” throughout each section. This textbook generally uses two different types of such “examples”. Static These are labeled “Example.” Static examples may or may not be subdivided into a “statement” followed by a walkthrough solution. This is basically what traditional examples from math textbooks do. Active These are labeled “Exercise,” not to be confused with the exercises that come at the end of a section that might be assigned for homework, etc. In the html output, Active examples have WeBWorK answer blanks where a reader could try submitting an answer. In the PDF output, Active examples are almost indistinguishable from Static examples. Generally, a walkthrough solution is provided immediately following the answer blank. vii



viii Some HTML readers will skip the opportunity to try an Active example and go straight to its solution. Some readers will try an active example once and then move on to the solution. Some readers will tough it out for a period of time and resist reading the solution. For readers of the PDF, it is expected that they would read the example and its solution just as they would read a Static example. It is important to understand that a reader is not required to try submitting an answer to an Active example before moving on. It is also important to understand that a reader is expected to read the solution to an Active exercise, even if they succeed on their own at finding an answer. Interspersed through a section there are usually several exercises that are intended as active reading exercises. A reader can work these examples and submit answers to WeBWorK to see if they are correct. The important thing is to keep the reader actively engaged instead of providing another static written example. In most cases, it is expected that a reader will read the solutions to these exercises just as they would be expected to read a more traditional static example. • We believe in nearly always opening a topic with some level of application rather than with an abstract definition. From applications and practical questions, we move to motivate more abstract definitions and notation. This approach is perhaps absent in the first chapter, which is intended to be a review only. • Linear inequalities are not strictly separated from linear equations. The same section that teaches how to solve 2x + 3 = 8 will also teach how to solve 2x + 3 < 8. There will be sufficient subdivisions within sections so that an instructor may focus on equations only or inequalities only if they so choose. Our aim is to not treat inequalities as an add-on optional topic, but rather to show how intimately related they are to corresponding equations. • When issues of “proper formatting” of student work arise, we value that the reader understand why such things help the reader to communicate outwardly. We believe that mathematics is about more than understanding a topic, but also about undestanding it well enough to communicate results to others. For example we promote progression of equations like 1+1+1=2+1 =3 instead of 1 + 1 + 1 = 2 + 1 = 3. And we want students to understand that the former method makes their work easier to comprehend for a general reader. It is not simply a matter of “this is the standard and this is how it’s done.” • When soliving equations (or systems), every example will come with a check, intended to communicate to students that checking is part of the process. In the MTH 60 portion, these checks will be complete simplifications using order of operations one step at a time. The later sections



ix will have more summary checks where either order of operations steps are skipped in groups, or we promote entering expressions into a calculator. Occasionally in later sections the checks will still have finer details, especially when there are issues like with negative numbers squared. • Within a section, any first example of solving some equation (or system) should summarize with some variant of both “the solution is…” and “the solution set is…”. Later examples can mix it up, but always offer at least one of these. • We are putting a section on very basic arithmetic (four operations on natural numbers) in an appendix, not in the first chapter. • With applications of linear equations (as opposed to linear systems), we limit applications to situations where the setup will be in the form x + f (x) = C and also certain rate problems where the setup will be in the form 5t + 4t = C. There are other classes of application problem (mixing problems, interest problems, …) which can be handled with a system of two equations, and we reserve these until linear systems are covered. • With simplifactions of rational expressions, we always include domain restrictions that are lost in the simplification. For example, we would write x(x+1) x+1 = x, for x ̸= −1.
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Chapter 1



Basic Math Review This chapter is mostly intended to review topics from a basic math course, especially Sections 1.1–1.4. These topics are covered differently than they would be covered for a student seeing them for the very first time ever.



1.1



Arithmetic with Negative Numbers



Objectives: PCC Course Content and Outcome Guide



• ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60-reviewprerequisiteskills”; check spelling or use



”provisional” attribute⟩⟩ • ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60-order-



real-numberson-number-line”; check spelling or use ”provisional” attribute⟩⟩



Adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, and raising to powers all have their own peculiarities when negative numbers are involved. This section reviews arithmetic with signed (both positive and negative) numbers.



1.1.1



Signed Numbers



Is it valid to subtract a large number from a smaller one? It may be hard to imagine what it would mean physically to subtract 8 cars from your garage if you only have 1 car in there in the first place. Nevertheless, mathematics has found a way to give meaning to expressions like 1 − 8 using signed numbers. In daily life, the signed numbers we might see most often are temperatures. Most people on Earth use the Celsius scale; if you’re not familiar with the Celsius temperature scale, think about these examples: 1
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Figure 1.1.1: Number line with interesting Celsius temperatures Figure 1.1.1 uses a number line to illustrate these positive and negative numbers. A number line is a useful device for visualizing how numbers relate to each other and combine with each other. Values to the right of 0 are called positive numbers and values to the left of 0 are called negative numbers. Warning 1.1.2 (Subtraction Sign versus Negative Sign). Unfortunately, the symbol we use for subtraction looks just like the symbol we use for marking a negative number. It will help to identify when a “minus” sign means “subtract” or means “negative.” The key is to see if there is a number to its left, not counting anything farther left than an open parenthesis. Here are some −13 One negative sign; no subtraction sign. 20 − 13 No negative signs; one subtraction sign. examples. −20 − 13 A negative sign and then a subtraction sign. (−20)(−13) Two negative signs; no subtraction sign. Exercise 1.1.3. Identify “minus” signs. In each expression, how many times do you see a negative sign? (Don’t count subtraction signs.) a 1−9 b −12 + (−50)



c



−13 − (−15) − (−17) 23 − 4



1.1.2



Adding



An easy way to think about adding two numbers with the same sign is to simply (at first) ignore the signs, and add the numbers as if they were both positive. Then make sure your result is either positive or negative, depending on what the sign was of the two numbers you started with. Example 1.1.4 (Add Two Negative Numbers). If you needed to add −18 and −7, note that both are negative. Maybe you have this expression in front of you: −18 + −7
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but that “plus minus” is awkward, and in this book you are more likely to have this expression: −18 + (−7) with extra parentheses. (How many subtraction signs do you see? How many negative signs?) Since both our terms are negative, we can add 18 and 7 to get 25 and immediately realize that our final result should be negative. So our result is −25: −18 + (−7) = −25 This approach works because adding numbers is like having two people tugging on a rope in one direction or the other, with strength indicated by each number. In Example 1.1.4 we have two people pulling to the left, one with strength 18, the other with strength 7. Their forces combine to pull left with strength 25, giving us our total of −25, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.5. −25 −18 −7 Jessica Wendy −30 −25 −20 −15 −10 −5



0



5



10



x



Figure 1.1.5: Working together If we are adding two numbers that have opposite signs, then the two people tugging the rope are opposing each other. If either of them is using more strength, then the overall effect will be a net pull in that person’s direction. And the overall pull on the rope will be the difference of the two strenghts. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1.6. −3 −15 12 Wendy



Jessica −20 −15 −10 −5
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Figure 1.1.6: Working in opposition Example 1.1.7 (Adding One Number of Each Sign). Here are four examples of addition where one number is positive and the other is negative. 1. −15 + 12



2. 200 + (−100)



We have one number of each sign, with sizes 15 and 12. Their difference is 3. But of the two numbers, the negative number dominated. So the result from adding these is −3:



We have one number of each sign, with sizes 200 and 100. Their difference is 100. But of the two numbers, the positive number dominated. So the result from adding these is 100:



−15 + 12 = −3



200 + (−100) = 100



4
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3. 12.8 + (−20) We have one number of each sign, with sizes 12.8 and 20. Their difference is 7.2. But of the two numbers, the negative number dominated. So the result from adding these is −7.2:



We have one number of each sign, both with size 87.3. The opposing forces cancel each other, leaving a result of 0:



12.8 + (−20) = −7.2



−87.3 + 87.3 = 0



Exercise 1.1.8. Take a moment to practice adding when at least one negative number is involved. The expectation is that readers can make these calculations here without a calculator. a Add −1 to 9. d Find the sum −2.1 + (−2.1). b Add −12 + (−98). e Find the sum −34.67 + 81.53. c Add 123 + (−100).



1.1.3



Subtracting



Perhaps you can handle a subtraction such as 18 − 5, where a small positive number is subtracted from a larger number. There are other instances of subtraction that might leave you scratching your head. In such situations, we recommend that you view each subtraction as adding the opposite number.



Subtracting an even larger positive number: Subtracting from a negative number: Subtracting a negative number:



Original 12 − 30



Adding the Opposite 12 + (−30)



−8.1 − 17 42 − (−23)



−8.1 + (−17) 42 + 23



The benefit is that perhaps you already mastered addition with positive and negative numbers, and this strategy that you convert subtraction to addition means you don’t have all that much more to learn. These examples might be computed as follows: 12 − 30



− 8.1 − 17



42 − (−23)



= 12 + (−30) = −18



= −8.1 + (−17) = −25.1



= 42 + 23 = 65



Exercise 1.1.9. Take a moment to practice subtracting when at least one negative number is involved. The expectation is that readers can make these calculations here without a calculator. a Subtract −1 from 9.



b Subtract 32 − 50.
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c Subtract 108 − (−108). e Find the difference −12.04 − 17.2.



d Find the difference −5.9 − (−3.1).



1.1.4



Multiplying



Making sense of multiplication of negative numbers isn’t quite so straightforward, but it’s possible. Should the product of 3 and −7 be a positive number or a negative number? Remembering that we can view multiplication as repeated addition, we can see this result on a number line: adding −7 three times −20
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x



Figure 1.1.10: Viewing 3 · (−7) as repeated addition Figure 1.1.10 illustrates that 3 · (−7) = −21, and it would seem that a positive number times a negative number will always give a negative result. And since we expect multiplication to continue to have the commutative property (meaning that multiplying numbers in the opposite order will not change the product), then a negative number times a positive number should also always be negative. What about the product −3·(−7), where both factors are negative? Should the product be positive or negative? If 3 · (−7) can be seen as adding −7 three times as in Figure 1.1.11, then it isn’t too crazy to interpet −3 · (−7) as subtracting −7 three times, as in Figure 1.1.11. subtracting −7 three times −20
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Figure 1.1.11: Viewing −3 · (−7) as repeated subtraction This illustrates that −3 · (−7) = 21, and it would seem that a negative number times a negative number always gives a positive result. Exercise 1.1.12. Here are some practice exercises with multiplication and signed numbers. The expectation is that readers can make these calculations here without a calculator.



a Multiply −13 · 2.



c Compute −12(−7).



b Find the product of 30 and −50.



d Find the product −285(0).



6
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1.1.5



Powers



For early sections of this book the only exponents you will see will be the natural numbers: {1, 2, 3, . . .}. But negative numbers can and will arise as the base of a power. An exponent is a shorthand for how many times to multiply by the base. For example, (−2)5 means 5 instances



z }| { (−2) · (−2) · (−2) · (−2) · (−2) Will the result here be positive or negative? Since we can view (−2)5 as repeated multiplication, and we now understand that multiplying two negatives gives a positive result, this expression can be thought of this way: (−2) · (−2) · (−2) · (−2) ·(−2) {z } | {z } | |



positive



{z



positive



positive



}



and that lone last negative number will be responsible for making the final product negative. More generally, if the base of a power is negative, then whether or not the result is positive or negative depends on if the exponent is even or odd. It depends on whether or not the factors can all be paired up to “cancel” negative signs, or if there will be a lone factor left by itself. Once you understand whether the result is positive or negative, for a moment you may forget about signs. Continuing the example, you may calculate that 25 = 32, and then since we know (−2)5 is negative, you can report (−2)5 = −32 Warning 1.1.13 (Negative signs and Exponents). Expressions like −34 may not mean what you think they mean. What base do you see here? The correct answer is 3. The exponent 4 only to the 3, not to −3. So this expression, ( applies ) −34 , is actually the same as − 34 , which is −81. Be careful not to treat −34 as having base −3. That would make it equativalent to (−3)4 , which is positive 81. Exercise 1.1.14. Here is some practice with natural exponents on negative bases. The expectation is that readers can make these calculations here without a calculator. a Compute (−8)2 .



c Find (−3)3 .



b Calculate the power (−1)203 .



d Calculate −52 .



1.1.6



Summary



The various arithmetic combinations involving negative numbers and how to think about them are summarized here.
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Addition Add two negative numbers: add their positive counterparts and make the result negative. Add a positve with a negative: find their difference using subtraction, and keep the sign of the dominant number. Subtraction Any subtraction can be converted to addition of the opposite number. For all but the most basic subtractions, this is a useful strategy. Multiplication Multiply two negative numbers: multiply their positive counterparts and make the result positive. Multiply a positve with a negative: multiply their positive counterparts and make the result negative. Multiply any number by 0: the result will be 0. Division (not discussed in this section) Division by some number is the same as multiplication by its reciprocal. So the multiplication rules can be adopted. Division of 0 by any nonzero number always results in 0. Division of any number by 0 is always undefined. Powers Raise a negative number to an even power: raise the positive counterpart to that power. Raise a negative number to an odd power: raise the positive counterpart to that power, then make the result negative. ( ) Expressions like −24 mean − 24 , not (−2)4 .



1.1.7



Exercises



These skills practice exercises simply ask you to calculate something. 1. Add these two decimals without using a calculator. −1.72 + (−88.4) =



3. Subtract these two decimals without using a calculator. −1.99 − (−5.7) =



2. Subtract these two decimals without using a calculator. −1.99 + 5.7 =



4. It’s give that 17 · 29 = 493. Use this fact to calculate the following without using a calculator: 0.017(−0.29) =



5. It’s give that 17 · 29 = 493. Use this fact to calculate the following without using a calculator: (−0.017)(−0.29) =



6. Multiply the following integers.



a (−1)(−3)(−1)(−3) = b (2)(−2)(1)(−2) =



8



CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 7. Evaluate the following expressions that have integer exponents:



8. Evaluate the following expressions that have integer exponents:



a 22 =



a 15 =



b 53 =



b (−1)15 =



c (−5)2 =



c (−1)12 =



d (−2)3 =



d 020 =



9. Evaluate the following expres- 10. Evaluate the following expressions that have integer exponents: sions that have integer exponents:



a (−9)2 =



a (−4)3 =



b −42 =



b −13 =



11. Perform the given addition and subtraction: −19 − 8 + (−9) = 10 − (−11) + (−16) =



13. Add the following:



12. Add the following: −10 + (−1) = −7 + (−3) = −1 + (−9) =



14. Add the following:



1 + (−7) =



−7 + 1 =



6 + (−1) =



−1 + 6 =



9 + (−9) =



−2 + 2 =



1.1. ARITHMETIC WITH NEGATIVE NUMBERS 15. Evaluate the following. −80 = −10 70 b = −7 −45 = c 9
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16. Evaluate each of the following - if the result is undefined then say undefined (spelling counts).



a



a b c d e f



17. Multiply the following integers.



−10 = −1 9 = −1 110 = −110 −11 = −11 18 = 0 0 = −7



18. Multiply the following integers.



a (−10) · (−1) =



a (−3) · (−4) · (−5) =



b (−7) · 7 =



b 7 · (−6) · (−4) =



c 9 · (−5) =



c (−91) · (−53) · 0 =



d (−6) · 0 =



19. Subtract the following integers:



20. Subtract the following integers:



1−9=



−5 − 4 =



6−4=



−10 − 5 =



6 − 14 =



−3 − 3 =



21. Subtract the following integers:



22. Subtract as indicated:



−1 − (−8) =



a) 3 − 9 =



−6 − (−2) =



b) 3−(−3) =



−6 − (−6) =



23. Add as indicated:



24. Multiply as indicated:



a) −11+(−4) =



a) 3(−1) =



b) −11+11 =



b) (−7)(−3) =



10



CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 25. Multiply as indicated: a) 0(−11) = b) −2(4)(−1) =



26. Divide or state that the division is undefined. (In this case, enter undefined.) 10 a) = −5 −235 b) = −5



27. Evaluate each exponential expression: a) (−2)3 = b) (−1)9 =



Apply your skills with arithmetic to solve some applied questions. 28. Consider the following situation in which you borrow money from your cousin:



• On June 1st, you borrowed 1000 dollars from your cousin. • On July 1st, you borrowed 460 more dollars from your cousin. • On August 1st, you paid back 530 dollars to your cousin. • On September 1st, you borrowed another 980 dollars from your cousin. How much money do you owe your cousin now?



29. Consider the following scenario in which you study your bank account. • On Jan. 1, you had a balance of −140 dollars in your bank account. • On Jan. 2, your bank charged 45 dollar overdraft fee. • On Jan. 3, you deposited 830 dollars. • On Jan. 10, you withdrew 770 dollars. What is your balance on Jan. 11?
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30. A mountain is 1000 feet above sea level. A trench is 460 feet below sea level. What is the difference in elevation between the mountain top and the bottom of the trench?



31. The following represents an equation that uses integers. Create an appropriate equation that represents the blue arrows.



+



=



32. The following represents an equation that uses integers. Create an appropriate equation that represents the blue arrows.



+



1.2 1.2.1



=



Fractions and Fraction Arithmetic Breaking Apart Fractions



Objectives: PCC Course Content and Outcome Guide



• ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60-review-



prerequisiteskills”; check spelling or use



”provisional” attribute⟩⟩



The word “fraction” comes from the Latin word fractio, which means “break into pieces.” Ancient cultures all over the world use fractions to understand parts of wholes, but it took humanity thousands of years to develop the symbols we use today. 1.2.1.1



Parts of a Whole



One approach to understanding fractions is to think of them as counting parts of a whole.



12
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1



1 7



1 7



one whole



1 7



three sevenths



Figure 1.2.1: Representing



3 7



as parts of a whole.



In Figure 1.2.1, we see 1 whole amount divided into 7 parts. Since 3 of the 7 parts are highlighted, we have an illustration of the fraction 37 . The denominator 7 lets us know how many equal parts of the whole amount we’re considering; since we’ve got 7 parts here, they’re called “sevenths.” The numerator 3 tells us how many of those sevenths we’re considering. Exercise 1.2.2 (A Fraction as Parts of a Whole). To visualize the fraction 14 35 ,



you might cut a rectangle into of them.



equal parts, and then count up



Instead of using rectangles, we can also locate fractions on number lines. When a number line is marked off with whole numbers, equal divisions of the unit 1 can represent the equal parts, as in Figure 1.2.3.



−1



0



Figure 1.2.3: Representing



x



1



3 7



3 7



on a number line.



Exercise 1.2.4 (A Fraction on a Number Line). In the given number line, what fraction is marked?



The mark represents the fraction



.



1.2.1.2 Division Another helpful way to understand fractions like 37 is to see them as division of the numerator by the denominator. In this case, 3 is divided into 7 parts, as in Figure 1.2.5. 3 divided by 7 −4 −3 −2 −1



0



3 7



1



Figure 1.2.5: Representing



2 3 7



3



4



x



on a number line.



Exercise 1.2.6 (Seeing a Fraction as Division Arithmetic). The fraction can be thought of as dividing the whole number



by into



21 40



. In other words, dividing equal-sized parts.
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Equivalent Fractions



It’s common to have two fractions that represent the same amount. Consider 2 6 5 and 15 represented in various ways in Figure ??.



1



1



1 5



1 5 2 5



(a)



1 1 1 1 1 1 15 15 15 15 15 15



1 5



as parts of a whole



−1



0



(a)



2 5



x



1



2 5



5



2



(a)



0 6 15



(b)



x



1



6 15



on a number line



6 divided by 15



3 2 5



as parts of a whole



−1



on a number line



2 divided by 5 −2 −1 0 2 1



6 15



(b)



4



5



6



7



8



x



−2 −1 0 6 1 15



as 2 ÷ 5



(b)



2 6 15



3



4



5



6



7



8



x



as 6 ÷ 15



6 Those two fractions, 25 and 15 are equal, as those figures demonstrate. Also, because they each equal 0.4 as a decimal. If we must work with this number, the fraction that uses smaller numbers, 25 , is preferable. Working with smaller numbers decreases the likelihood of making a human arithmetic error. And it also increases the chances that you might make useful observations about the nature of that number. 6 So if you are handed a fraction like 15 , it is important to try to reduce it to “lowest terms.” The most important skill you can have to help you do this is to know the multiplciation table very well. If you know it well, you know that 6 = 2 · 3 and 15 = 3 · 5, so you know



6 2·3 = 15 3·5 2 · 3 · 1 = 1 · 3 · 5 2 = 5 Both the numerator and denominator were divisible by 3, so they could be “factored out” and then as factors, canceled out. Exercise 1.2.10. Reduce these fractions into lowest terms. a



14 = 42



14
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8 = 30 70 c = 90 Sometimes it is useful to do the opposite of reducing a fraction, and build up the fraction to use larger numbers. b



Exercise 1.2.11. Sayid scored 21 25 on a recent exam. Build up this fraction so that the denominator is 100, so that Sayid can understand what percent score he earned.



1.2.3



Multiplying with Fractions



To double a recipe or cut it in half, we need to consider fractions of fractions. Example 1.2.12. Say a recipe calls for 32 cup of milk, but we’d like to double the recipe. One way to measure this out is to fill a measuring cup to 23 , two times:



Altogether there are four thirds of a whole here. So 23 · 2 = 43 . The figure shows 23 of two wholes. Two wholes can be written as 2, or as the fraction 12 . So mathematically, our figure says 2 2 2 4 ·2= · = . 3 3 1 3 Example 1.2.13. We could also use multiplication to decrease amounts. How much is 12 of 23 cup?



So



1 2



of



2 3



cup is



2 6



cup. Mathematically, we can write 2 1 2 · = . 3 2 6



In our two examples, we have observed that 2 2 2·2 · = 3 1 3·1



2 1 2·1 · = 3 2 3·2



This idea works generally, no matter what numbers are involved with the fractions.
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Fact 1.2.14 (Multiplication with Fractions). As long as b and d are not 0, then fractions multiply this way: a c a·c · = b d b·d Try some fraction multiplications for practice: Exercise 1.2.15. Simplify these fraction products. ·



a



1 3



b



12 3



10 7



·



15 3



c − 14 5 · d



70 27



1.2.4



·



= =



2 3



12 −20



= =



Division with Fractions



How does division with fractions work? Are we able to compute/simplify each of these examples? 3÷



2 7



18 ÷5 19



2 5 5 2



14 8 ÷ 3 9



We know that when we divide something by 2, this is the same as multiplying it by 12 . Conversely, dividing a number or expression by 12 is the same as multiplying by 12 , or just 2. The more general property is that when we divide a number or expression by ab , this is equivalent to multiplying by the reciprocal ab . Fact 1.2.16 (Division with Fractions). As long as b, c and d are not 0, then division with fractions works this way: a c a d ÷ = · b d b c Example 1.2.17. With our examples from the beginning of this subsection: 3÷



7 2 =3· 7 2 3 7 = · 1 2 21 = 2



18 18 5 ÷5= ÷ 19 19 1 18 1 = · 19 5 18 = 95



14 8 14 9 ÷ = · 3 9 3 8 14 3 = · 1 8 7 3 = · 1 4 21 = 4 Try some divisions with fractions for practice:



2 5 5 2



2 5 ÷ 5 2 2 2 = · 5 5 4 = 25 =
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Exercise 1.2.18. Simplify these fraction products. ÷



a



1 3



b



12 5



10 7



÷5=



c −14 ÷ d



70 9



1.2.5



=



÷



3 2



=



11 −20



=



Adding and Subtracting Fractions



With whole numbers and integers, operations of addition and subtraction are relatively straightforward. The situation is almost as straightforward with fractions if the two fractions have the same denominator. Consider 7 3 + = 7 halves + 3 halves 2 2 In the same way that 7 tacos and 3 tacos make 10 tacos, we have: 7 halves + 7 + 2



3 halves 3 2



= 10 halves 10 = 2 = 5



Fact 1.2.19 (Adding/Subtracting with Fractions Having the Same Denominator). To add or subtract two fractions having the same denominator, keep that denominator, and add or subtract the numerators. a c a−c − = b b b



a c a+c + = b b b



If it’s possible, useful, or required of you, simplify the result by reducing to lowest terms. Exercise 1.2.20. Add or subtract these fractions. a



1 3



b



13 6



+



10 3



−



5 6



= =



Whenever we’d like to combine fractional amounts that don’t represent the same number of parts of a whole (that is, when the denominators are different), finding sums and differences is more complicated. Example 1.2.21 (Quarters and Dimes). Find the sum intimidating? Consider this: •



1 4



of a dollar is a quarter, and so



•



1 10



of a dollar is a dime, and so



3 4



2 10



3 4



2 + 10 . Does this seem



of a dollar is 75 cents. of a dollar is 20 cents.



2 So if you know what to look for, the expression 34 + 10 is like adding 75 cents and 20 cents, which gives you 95 cents. As a fraction of one dollar, that 95 . So we can report is 100 3 2 95 + = . 4 10 100



(Although we should probably reduce that last fraction to



19 20 .)
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This example was not something you can apply to other fraction addition situations, because the denominators here worked especially well with money amounts. But there is something we can learn here. The fraction 34 was 75 2 20 equivalent to 100 , and the other fraction 10 was equivalent to 100 . These equivalent fractions have the same denominator and are therefore “easy” to add. What we saw happen was: 3 2 75 20 + = + 4 10 100 100 95 = 100 This realization gives us a strategy for adding (or subtracting) fractions. Fact 1.2.22 (Adding/Subtracting Fractions with Different Denominators). To add (or subtract) generic fractions together, use their denominators to find a common denominator. This means some whole number that is a whole multiple of both of the original denominators. Then rewrite the two fractions as equivalent fractions that use this common denominator. Write the result be keeping that denominator and adding (or subtracting) the numerators. Reduce the fraction if that is useful or required. Example 1.2.23. Let’s add 23 + 25 . The denominators are 3 and 5, so the number 15 would be a good common denominator. 2 2 2·5 2·3 + + = 3 5 3·5 5·3 10 6 = + 15 15 21 = 15 7 = 5 Exercise 1.2.24. A chef had



2 3



cup flour left, and needed to use up



1 8



cup to



thicken a sauce. How much flour is left?



1.2.6



Mixed Numbers and Improper Fractions



A simple recipe for bread contains only a few ingredients: 1 1/2 1 1/2 6 1/2



tablespoons yeast tablespoons kosher salt cups unbleached, all-purpose flour (more for dusting) Table 1.2.25: Ingredients for simple crusty bread.



Each ingredient is listed as a mixed number that quickly communicates how many whole amounts and how many parts are needed. It’s useful for quickly communicating a practical amount of something you are cooking with, measuring on a ruler, purchasing at the grocery store, etc. But it causes trouble in an algebra class. The number 1 1/2 means “one and one half.” So really, 1



1 1 =1+ 2 2



The trouble is that with 1 1/2, you have two numbers written right next to each other. Normally with two math expressions written right next to eachother,
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they should be multiplied, not added. But with a mixed number, they should be added. Fortunately we just reviewed how to add fractions. If we need to do any arithmetic with a mixed number like 1 1/2, we can treat it as 1 + 21 and simplify to get a “nice” fraction instead: 1



1 1 =1+ 2 2 1 1 = + 1 2 2 1 = + 2 2 3 = 2



A fraction like 32 is called an improper fraction because it’s actually larger than 1. And a “proper” fraction would be something small that is only part of a whole instead of more than a whole.



1.2.7



Exercises



Fraction Definition 1. Choose the graph showing − 33 4 on the number line. If no scale is given assume tick marks are one unit apart. A. B. C. D. A|B|C|D



2. Choose the graph showing 15 4 on the number line. If no scale is given assume tick marks are one unit apart. A. B. C. D. A|B|C|D
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3. The dot in the graph can be represented by what fraction? Answer:



4. The dot in the graph can be represented by what fraction? Answer:



5. The dot in the graph can be represented by what fraction? Answer:



6. The dot in the graph can be represented by what fraction? Answer:



Equivalent Fractions



7. Reduce the fraction



14 . 33



8. Reduce the following fractions: 405 = 1 144 = 144



9. Write the rational number in sim- 10. In simplest form: plest form:



30 = 84



42 = 96
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 11. Find an equivalent fraction to 1 2: 1 ? = 2 4 The question mark should be the number



.



12. Find an equivalent fraction to 1 2: 1 2 = 2 ? The question mark should be the number



.



Adding/Subtracting Fractions 2 1 + 5 5 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



13. Add these two fractions:



15. Add these two fractions:



4 1 + 5 5



7 8 + 9 9 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



17. Add these two fractions:



7 1 + 9 18 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



19. Add these two fractions:



4 5 + 5 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



21. Add these two fractions:



4 3 + 5 5 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



14. Add these two fractions:



1 1 + 12 12 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



16. Add these two fractions:



13 3 + 10 20 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



18. Add these two fractions:



2 1 + 5 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



20. Add these two fractions:



1 3 + 6 10 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



22. Add these two fractions:



1.2. FRACTIONS AND FRACTION ARITHMETIC 7 5 + 10 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



23. Add these two fractions:



4 1 25. Add these two fractions: − + 5 5 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.
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2 3 24. Add these two fractions: − + 5 5 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



1 7 26. Add these two fractions: − + 9 18 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



2 7 4 5 27. Add these two fractions: − + 28. Add these two fractions: − + 9 18 5 6 When needed, use an improper When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number. use a mixed number.



1 3 7 + 30. Add these together: −4 + 10 6 8 When needed, use an improper When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number. use a mixed number.



29. Add these two fractions: −



31. Add these fractions:



7 11 11 1 2 5 + + 32. Add these fractions: + + 15 15 15 12 12 12



33. Add these fractions:



1 1 1 + + 6 10 3



35. Subtract one fraction from the 4 1 other: − 5 5 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



34. Add these fractions:



1 1 4 + + 10 6 5



36. Subtract one fraction from the 2 2 other: − 5 5 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 37. Subtract one fraction from the 17 13 other: − 24 24 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



38. Subtract one fraction from the 7 11 other: − 24 24 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



39. Subtract one fraction from the 1 7 other: − 9 18 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



40. Subtract one fraction from the 4 1 other: − 5 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



41. Subtract one fraction from the 7 2 other: − 18 9 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



42. Subtract one fraction from the 2 5 other: − 5 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



43. Subtract one fraction from the 3 5 other: − 10 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



44. Subtract one fraction from the 1 3 other: − − 5 10 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



45. Subtract one fraction from the 1 1 other: − − 10 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



46. Subtract one fraction from the ( ) 4 3 other: − − 5 5 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



1.2. FRACTIONS AND FRACTION ARITHMETIC 47. Subtract one fraction ) from the ( 3 1 other: − − − 10 6 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



49. Carry out the subtraction: −4 −
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7 8 When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



48. Carry out the subtraction: 2 −



27 8



When needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



Multiplying/Dividing Fractions 1 1 3 7 · 51. Multiply these two fractions: · 9 10 2 12 If needed, use an improper fracIf needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use tion in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number. a mixed number.



50. Multiply these two fractions:



4 13 52. Multiply the integer with the frac- 53. Multiply these two fractions: − · 3 24 1 tion: 3 · If needed, use an improper frac8 tion in your answer. Don’t use If needed, use an improper fraca mixed number. tion in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



( ) 4 19 54. Multiply(the integer with the frac- 55. Multiply these two fractions: − · − ) 5 24 1 tion: 8 · − If needed, use an improper frac8 tion in your answer. Don’t use If needed, use an improper fraca mixed number. tion in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 56. Multiply the integer with the frac- 57. Do the following multiplications: 5 2 tion: −6 · 36 · = 12 9 If needed, use an improper frac2 45 · = tion in your answer. Don’t use 9 a mixed number. 2 54 · = 9



58. Multiply these fractions:



7 3 10 · · 59. Multiply these fractions: 4 49 9



60. Multiply these fractions:



7 5 · · 6 61. Multiply these fractions: 2 49



( −



7 4



−



7 2



(



) ( ) ( ) 3 10 · − · − 49 9



)



( ) 5 ·6· − 49



62. Divide one fraction into the other: 63. Divide fraction into the other: ( one ) 1 7 7 9 ÷ ÷ − 8 5 4 10 If needed, use an improper fracIf needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use tion in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number. a mixed number.



64. Divide the integer by the frac9 tion: 10 ÷ 2 If needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



65. Divide the fraction by the inte5 ger: − ÷ (−10) 8 If needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



66. Divide the integer by the frac3 tion: 15 ÷ 2 If needed, use an improper fraction in your answer. Don’t use a mixed number.



67. Divide these two fractions:



5 9 ÷ 12 10
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( ) 5 9 68. Divide these two fractions: ÷ − 69. Divide the integer by the frac12 10 tion: 2 4÷ = 9



70. Divide the fraction by the integer: 5 − ÷ (−10) = 24



71. Multiply the following: 4 94 · 1 18



1 19 1 72. Multiply the following: 1 19 21 ÷ 1 24 73. Multiply the following: 1 21 ÷ 1 24



1 74. Multiply the following: 1 19 21 ÷ 1 24



Fraction Operations by Estimation



75. Estimate the sum of each expression, and choose an appropriate answer. Fraction Addition 9 20



+



1 11



The sum is



1 11



+



1 20



The sum is



11 12



+



18 19



The sum is



9 19



+



8 15



The sum is



Sum close to zero|close to half|close to one|close to two close to zero|close to half|close to one|close to two close to zero|close to half|close to one|close to two close to zero|close to half|close to one|close to two
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 76. Estimate the sum of each expression, and choose an appropriate answer. Fraction Addition 10 19 3 7



+



+



6 11



9 19



The sum is The sum is



12 13



+



7 17



The sum is



7 12



+



1 19



The sum is



Sum greater than than one greater than than one greater than than one greater than than one



one|less one|less one|less one|less



77. Estimate the sum of each expression, and choose an appropriate answer. Fraction Addition 6 1 2 13 + 5 17



The sum is



17 2 17 18 + 5 19



The sum is



9 2 20 + 5 10 19



The sum is



1 1 2 11 + 5 20



The sum is



Sum close to seven|close to seven and half|close to eight|close to nine close to seven|close to seven and half|close to eight|close to nine close to seven|close to seven and half|close to eight|close to nine close to seven|close to seven and half|close to eight|close to nine



78. Estimate the sum of each expression, and choose an appropriate answer. Fraction Addition 2 37



+



9 5 19



The sum is



6 2 10 19 + 5 11



The sum is



1 7 + 5 19 2 12



The sum is



2 2 16 17 + 5 5



The sum is



Sum greater than than eight greater than than eight greater than than eight greater than than eight



eight|less eight|less eight|less eight|less
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79. Estimate the sum of each expression, and choose an appropriate answer. Fraction Addition 1 11



−



1 20



The difference is



9 17



−



4 9



The difference is



19 20



−



1 11



The difference is



5 8



−



1 20



The difference is



Sum close to zero|close half|close to one close to zero|close half|close to one close to zero|close half|close to one close to zero|close half|close to one



to to to to



80. Estimate the sum of each expression, and choose an appropriate answer. Fraction Addition 10 11



−



9 17



The difference is



11 12



−



1 11



The difference is



11 20



−



2 5



The difference is



19 20



−



17 18



The difference is



Sum greater than half|smaller than greater than half|smaller than greater than half|smaller than greater than half|smaller than



half half half half



81. Estimate the sum of each expression, and choose an appropriate answer. Fraction Addition 8 6 12 13 − 3 17



The difference is



9 8 6 19 − 3 15



The difference is



1 6 12 − 3 17 18



The difference is



1 6 10 11 − 3 20



The difference is



Sum close to four|close to three and half|close to three|close to two and half close to four|close to three and half|close to three|close to two and half close to four|close to three and half|close to three|close to two close to four|close to three and half|close to three|close to two and half



Apply your skills with arithemtic to solve some applied questions.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 82. Janieve walked 14 of a mile in the morning, and then walked in the afternoon. How far did Janieve walk altogether? Janieve walked a total of



1 5



of a mile



of a mile.



83. Connor and Morah are sharing a pizza. Connor ate 15 of the pizza, and Morah ate 16 of the pizza. How much of the pizza was eaten in total? They ate



of the pizza.



84. A room needs to be painted. It would take Sean 5 hours to paint the whole room, and it would take Janieve 9 hours to paint the whole room. If they work together, what fraction of the room can be painted in one hour? If they work together, they can paint room in one hour.



of the



85. Find the perimeter of the rectangle.



Its perimeter is your answer.)



meters. (Use a fraction in
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86. Find the perimeter of the rectangle.



Its perimeter is your answer.)



meters. (Use a fraction in



87. The pie chart represents a school’s student population. Fill in the blank with a fraction. Together, white and black students make up the school’s population.



of
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 88. The following bar graph shows the distance different runners ran in a relay race.



Identify those two runners who ran the shortest distances. miles.



Those two runners ran a total of (Use a fraction in your answer.)



89. A trail’s total length is 11 30 of a mile. It has two legs. The first leg is of a mile long. How long is the second leg? The second leg is



1 6



of a mile in length.



90. Sean is participating in a running event. In the first hour, he completed 1 6 of the total distance. After another hour, in total he had completed 11 30 of the total distance. What fraction of the total distance did Sean complete during the second hour? Sean completed hour.



of the distance during the second



91. Each page of a book is 5 14 inches in height, and consists of a header (a top margin), a footer (a bottom margin), and the middle part (the body). The header is 65 of an inch thick and the middle part is 3 65 inches from top to bottom. What is the thickness of the footer? The footer is



of an inch thick.
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92. A room needs to be painted. It would take Sean 5 hours to paint the whole room, but Janieve will help Sean. Working together, they can pain 14 45 of the room each hour. If Janieve works alone, how many hours will it take her to paint the whole room? If Janieve works alone, it would take her to paint the whole room.



hours



93. Connor and Morah are sharing a pizza. Connor ate 15 of the pizza, and Morah ate 16 of the pizza. How much more pizza did Connor eat than Morah? Connor ate



more of the pizza than Morah ate.



94. A school had a fund raising event. The revenue came from three resources: ticket sales, auction sales, and donations. Ticket sales account 3 of the total revenue; auction sales account for 15 of the total for 10 revenue. What fraction of the revenue came from donations? of the revenue came from donations.



95. The pie chart represents a school’s student population.



Answer the following question with fraction. more of the school is white students than black students.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 96. The pie chart represents a school’s student population.



Answer the following question with fraction. of the school’s population is made up of students of other races.



97. The following bar graph shows the distances run by different runners in a relay race.



Identify those two runners who ran the longest and the shortest distances. The runner who ran the longest distance ran more miles than the runner who ran the shortest distance. (Use a fraction in your answer.)
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98. A few years back, a car was purchased for $13,800. Today it is worth 1 3 of its original value. What is the car’s current value? The car’s current value is



.



99. A town has 150 residents in total, of which 23 are white/Caucasian Americans. How many white/Caucasian Americans reside in this town? There are town.



white/Caucasian Americans residing in this



100. A committee has 21 members. A motion can pass if it has support from 23 of the committee. At least how many members are needed to pass a motion? Support from at least



members is needed to pass a motion.



101. A company received a grant, and decided to spend 34 of this grant in research and development next year. Out of the money set aside for research and development, 27 will be used to buy new equipment. What fraction of the grant will be used to buy new equipment? of the grant will be used to buy new equipment. 102. 54 moths lived in a lab. Each week, some moths died, and about survived. How many moths were still alive after 2 weeks? About



1 3



moths were still alive after 2 weeks.



103. Find the area of the rectangle.



Its area is in your answer.)



square meters. (Use a fraction
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 104. Find the area of the triangle.



The triangle’s area is fraction in your answer.)



square feet. (Use a



105. A school just won a grant, and decided to spend 12 of the grant to 1 purchase new equipment. School administrators plan to spend 12 of that amount of money each month. How many months does it take to spend all the money allocated to purchase new equipment? months to spend all the money allocated It will take to purchase new equipment.



106. A school just won a grant, and decided to spend purchase new equipment.



1 2



of the grant to



The school administrators decide to spend the new equipment money in 6 months. Assume every month the same amount of money will be spent on new equipment. What fraction of the grant will be spent to purchase new equipment every month? Every month, new equipment.



of the grant will be spent to purchase



107. A food bank just received 14 kilograms of emergency food. Each family in need is to receive 25 kilograms of food. How many families can be served with the 14 kilograms of food? families can be served with the 14 kilograms of food.
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108. A construction team maintains a 14-mile-long sewage pipe. Each day, the team can cover 23 of a mile. How many days will it take the team to complete the maintenance of the entire sewage pipe? It will take the team the entire sewage pipe.



days to complete maintaining



109. A child is stacking up tiles. Each tile’s height is 34 of a centimeter. How many layers of tiles are needed to reach 15 centimeters in total height? To reach the total height of 15 centimeters, of tiles are needed.



layers



110. A restaurant made 100 cups of pudding for a festival. Customers at the festival will be served 19 of a cup of pudding per serving. How many customers can the restaurant serve at the festival with the 100 cups of pudding? The restaurant can serve the 100 cups of pudding.



customers at the festival with



111. A 2 × 4 piece of lumber in your garage is 37 43 inches long. A second 2 × 4 is 67 13 32 inches long. If you lay them end to end, what will the total length be? The total length will be



inches.



112. Each page of a book consists of a header, a footer and the middle part. 7 The header is 56 inches in length; the footer is 12 inches in length; and 5 the middle part is 3 6 inches in length. What is the total length of each page in this book? Use mixed number in your answer if needed. Solution: Each page in this book is length.



inches in



113. To pave the road on Ellis Street, the crew used 5 12 tons of cement on the first day, and used 2 78 tons on the second day. How many tons of cement were used in all? Solution:



tons of cement were used in all.



114. A scientist is observing the tide. In the first hour, the sea level increased by 7 12 inches. In the second hour, the sea level decreased by 5 87 inches. In these two hours, what is the sea level’s net change? Use signed number to answer this question. Solution: The sea level’s net change in these two hours is inches.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 115. Find the perimeter of the rectangle.



Its perimeter is your answer.)



meters. (Use fraction in



116. The following bar graph shows the distance ran by different runners in a certain contest.



Identify those two runners who ran the longest distances. Those two runners ran a total of (Use fraction in your answer.)



miles.
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117. The following bar graph shows the distance ran by different runners in a certain contest.



Identify those two runners who ran the longest and shortest distances. Those two runners ran a total of (Use fraction in your answer.)



miles.



118. Janieve prepared 6 containers of fruit punch for a party. After the 1 party, there were still 1 10 containers of fruit punch left. How many containers were consumed in the party? Solution: in the party.



containers of fruit punch were consumed



119. Connor and Morah are in a running event. Connor ran 7 21 miles, and Morah ran 5 78 miles. How many more miles did Connor run? Solution: Connor ran



more miles than Morah.



120. Sean hired a plant cutter to cut weeds in a yard. The cutter is responsible for cutting the weeds to 47 inches each time the weeds grow to approximately 3 inches. Approximately how many inches were cut each time? Solution: Approximately time.



inches were cut each



121. When driving on a high way, noticed a sign saying exit to Johnstown is 2 34 miles away, while exit to Jerrystown is 4 21 miles away. How far is Johnstown from Jerrystown? Solution: Johnstown and Jerrystown are apart.



miles
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 122. The following bar graph shows the distance ran by different runners in a certain contest.



Identify those two runners who ran the longest and shortest distances. The longest runner ran the shortest runner. (Use fraction in your answer.)



more miles than



123. Each page of a book consists of a header, a footer and the middle part. The whole page’s length is 5 41 inches. The header is 56 inches in length; and the middle part is 3 56 inches in length. What is the length of the footer? inches



Solution: The length of the footer is in length.



124. A stick is 5 12 inches in length. A carpenter will cut off 78 of the stick. How long is the part to be cut off? Answer this question with a fraction of an inch. The carpenter will cut off



inches from the stick.



125. A cake recipe needs 1 12 cups of flour. Using this recipe, to bake 9 cakes, how many cups of flour are needed? To bake 9 cakes,



cups of flour are needed.
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126. Find the area of the rectangle.



Its area is in your answer.)



square meters. (Use a fraction



127. Find the area of the triangle.



Its area is your answer.)



square feet. (Use a fraction in



128. Each truck can hold 1 12 tons of sand. A work site manager ordered 12 truck loads of sand. How many tons of sand were ordered? Solution:



tons of sand were ordered.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 129. Each big truck can hold 6 12 tons of sand, while each small truck can hold 2 87 tons of sand. A team of 4 big trucks and 8 small trucks will deliver sand to a work site. If each truck has a full load of sand, how many tons of sand in total will be delivered? Solution: In total,



1.3



tons of sand will be delivered.



Absolute Value and Square Root



Objectives: PCC Course Content and Outcome Guide • ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60-simplifyarithmeticexpressions-withabsolute-values”;



check spelling or use ”provisional” attribute⟩⟩



estimate-squareroot”; check spelling or use ”provisional” attribute⟩⟩



• ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth65-



In this section, we will learn the basics of absolute value and square root. These are actions you can do to a given number, often changing the number into something else. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8fGfc7Wcco https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ymcf14wC9Ck Figure 1.3.1: Alternative Video Lesson



1.3.1



Introduction to Absolute Value



Definition 1.3.2. The absolute value of a number is the distance between that number and 0 on a number line. For the absolute value of x, we write |x|. Let’s look at |2| and |−2|, the absolute value of 2 and −2. e 2 from tanc 0 dis



dist. 2 −3



−2



−1



dist. 2 0



1



2



Figure 1.3.3: |2| and |−2|



3



x
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Since the distance between 2 and 0 on the number line is 2 units, the absolute value of 2 is 2. We write |2| = 2. Since the distance between −2 and 0 on the number line is also 2 units, the absolute value of −2 is also 2. We write |−2| = 2. Fact 1.3.4 (Absolute Value). Taking the absolute value of a number results in whatever the “positive version” of that number is. This is because the real meaning of absolute value is its distance from zero. Exercise 1.3.5 (Calculating Absolute Value). Try calculating some absolute values. a |57| = b |−43| = 2 c −5 = Warning 1.3.6 (Absolute Value Does Not Exactly “Make Everything Positive”). Students may see an expression like |2 − 5| and incorrectly think it is OK to “make everything positive” and write 2 + 5. This is incorrect since |2 − 5| works out to be 3, not 7, as we are actually taking the absolute value of −3 (the equivalent number inside the absolute value).



1.3.2



Square Root Facts



If you have learned your basic multiplication table, you know: × 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18



3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27



4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36



5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45



6 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54



7 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63



8 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72



9 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81



Table 1.3.7: Multilication table with squares The numbers along the diagonal are special; they are known as perfect squares. And for working with square roots, it will be helpful if you can memorize these first few perfect square numbers. “Taking a square root” is the opposite action of squaring a number. For example, when you square 3, the result is 9. So when you take the square root of 9, the result is 3. Just knowing that 9 comes about as 32 lets us realize that 3 is the square root of 9. This is why memorizing the perfect squares from the multiplication table can be so helpful. √ . For The notation we use for taking a square √ root is the radical, 9. And now we know enough to example, “the square root of 9” is denoted √ be able to write 9 = 3. Tossing in a few extra special square roots, it’s advisable to memorize the following:
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW √ √0=0 √16 = 4 √ 64 = 8 144 = 12



1.3.3



√ √1=1 √25 = 5 √ 81 = 9 169 = 13



√ √4=2 √ 36 = 6 √100 = 10 196 = 14



√ √9=3 √ 49 = 7 √121 = 11 225 = 15



Calculating Square Roots with a Calculator



Most √ square roots are actually numbers with decimal places that go on forever. Take 5 as an example: √ 4=2 √ 5=? √ 9=3 The square root of 5 must be somewhere between 2 and 3, since 5 is between 4 and√9. There are no whole numbers between 2 and 3, so it is reasonable that 5 would be a number with decimal places that go on forever. With a calculator, we can see √ 5 ≈ 2.236. Actually the decimal will not terminate, and that is why we used the ≈ symbol instead of√an equals sign. To get 2.236 we rounded down slightly from the true value of 5. With a calculator, we can check that 2.2362 = 4.999696, a little shy of 5.



1.3.4



Square Roots of Fractions



We can calculate the square root of some fractions by hand, such as



√



1 4.



The



idea is the same: can you think of a number that you would square to get 14 ? Being familiar with fraction multiplication, we know that



and so



√



1 1 1 · = 2 2 4 1 4



= 12 .



Exercise 1.3.8 (Square Roots of Fractions). Try calculating some absolute values. a b c



√ √ √



1.3.5



1 25 4 9



=



=



81 121



=



Square Root of Negative Numbers



√ Can we find the square root of a negative number, such as −25? That would mean that there √ is some number out there that multiplies by itself to make −25. Would −25 be positive or negative? Either way, once you square it (multiply it by itself) the result would be positive. So it couldn’t possibly square to −25. So there is no square root of −25 or of any negative number for that matter.
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Imaginary Numbers Mathematicians imagined a new type of number, neither positive nor negative, that would square to a negative result. But that is beyond the scope of this chapter. √ If you are confronted with an expression like −25, or any other square root of a negative number, you can state that “there is no real square root,” that the result “does not exist,” or just “DNE” for short.



1.3.6



Exercises



These skills practice familiarity with absolute value. 1. Find the absolute value of this number. |−8| =



2. Find the absolute value of the following numbers.



a |2| = b |−2| = c −|2| = d −|−2| =



3. Evaluate the following expressions which involve the absolute value:



a |2| = b |−3| = c |0| = d |11 + (−1)| = e |−5 − (−3)| =



4. Evaluate the following expressions which involve the absolute value:



a −|4 − 6| = b |−4 − 6| = c −4|6 − 4| =
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 5. Find the absolute value of this number. |−8| =



These skills practice familiarity with square roots. 6. Which of the following are square numbers? There may be more than one correct answer. Error: PGchoicemacros: checkboxp rinta : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX.



7. Find the square root of the following numbers: √ 4= √ 100 = √ 9=



8. Find the square root of the following numbers. Don’t use mixed numbers. When needed, use improper fractions, like 23 . If a square root does not exist, enter DNE (does not exist). √ 4 = 9 √ 144 − = 121



9. Without using a calculator, find the square root of the following numbers. √ 9= √ 0.09 = √ 900 =



10. Without using a calculator, find the square root of the following numbers. √ 4= √ 400 = √ 40000 =
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11. Without using a calculator, find the square root of the following numbers. √ 4= √ 0.04 = √ 0.0004 =



12. Without using a calculator, estimate the value of



√



13:



3.61|4.39|4.61|3.39



13. Evaluate √ 4 9 is



√



4 9



or state that the expression is not a real number. .



√ 14. Evaluate − 9 or state that the expression is not a real number. √ − 9 is . 15. Evaluate √ −9 is



16. Evaluate √ − 94 is



√



−9 or state that the expression is not a real number. .



√ − 49 or state that the expression is not a real number. .



√ 17. Evaluate − 49 or state that the expression is not a real number. √ . − 49 is



18. Evaluate the following expressions.



a b



√ √



25 −



√



9=



25 − 9 =



19. Simplify the following expression. 1 √ = 64



.
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1.4



Order of Operations



Objectives: PCC Course Content and Outcome Guide



• ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60-simplify-



arithmeticexpressions-withabsolute-values”;



check spelling or use ”provisional” attribute⟩⟩



Mathematical symbols are a means of communication, and it’s important that when you write something, everyone else knows exactly what you intended. For example, if we say in English, “two times three squared,” do we mean that: • 2 is multiplied by 3, and then the result is squared? • or that 2 is multiplied by the result of squaring 3? English is allowed to have ambiguities like this. But mathematical language needs to be precise and mean the same thing to everyone reading it. For this reason, a standard order of operations has been adopted, which we review here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClYdw4d4OmA Figure 1.4.1: Alternative Video Lesson



1.4.1



Grouping Symbols



Consider the math expression 2 · 32 . There are two mathematical operations here: a multiplication and an exponentiation. The result of this expression will change depending on which operation you decide to execute first: the multiplication or the exponentiation. If you multiply 2 · 3, and then square the result, you have 36. If you square 3, and then multiply 2 by the result, you have 18. If we want all people everywhere to interpret 2 · 32 in the same way, then only one of these can be correct. The first tools that we have to tell readers what operations to execute first are grouping symbols, like parentheses and brackets. If you intend to execute the multiplication first, then writing (2 · 3)2 clearly tells your reader to do that. And if you intend to execute the power first, then writing ( ) 2 · 32 clearly tells your reader to do that. ( ) To visualize the difference between 2 · 32 or (2 · 3)2 , consider these garden plots:
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36 yd2



9 yd2



9 yd2



3 yd



3 yd



6 yd



3 yd



Figure 1.4.2: ( )3 yd is squared, then doubled: 2 · 32



6 yd



Figure 1.4.3: 3 yd is doubled, then squared: (2 · 3)2



If we calculate 32 , we have the area of one of ( the ) small square garden plots on the left. If we then double that, we have 2 · 32 , the area of the left garden plot. But if we calculate (2·3)2 , then first we are doubling 3. So we are calculating the area of a square garden plot whose sides are twice as long. We end up with the area of the garden plot on the right. The point is that these amounts are different. Exercise 1.4.4. Try simplifying this expression, focusing on executing the content inside the grouping symbols first. Calculate the value of 30 − ((2 + 3) · 2), respecting the order that the grouping symbols are telling you to execute the arithmetic operations.



1.4.2



Beyond Grouping Symbols



If all math expressions used grouping symbols for each and every arithmetic operation, we wouldn’t need to say anything more here. In fact, some computer systems work that way, requiring the use of grouping symbols all the time. But it is much more common to permit math expressions with no grouping symbols at all, like 5 + 3 · 2. Should the addition 5 + 3 be executed first, or should the multiplication 3 · 2? We need what’s known formally as the order of operations to tell us what to do. The order of operations is nothing more than an agreement that we all have made to prioritize the arithmetic operations in a certain order. List 1.4.5 (Order of Operations). (P)arentheses and other grouping symbols Grouping symbols should always direct you to the highest priority arithmetic first. (E)xponentiation After grouping symbols, exponentiation has the highest priority. Excecute any exponentiation before other arithemtic operations. (M)ultiplication, (D)ivision, and Negation After all exponentiation has been executed, start executing multiplications, divisions, and negations. These things all have equal priority. If there are more than one of them in your expression, the highest priority is the one that is leftmost (which comes first as you read it).
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(A)ddition and (S)ubtraction After all other arithmetic has been executed, these are all that is left. Addition and subtraciton have equal priority. If there are more than one of them in your expression, the highest priority is the one that is leftmost (which comes first as you read it). A common acronym to help you remember this order of operations is pemdas. There are a handful of mnemonic devices for remembering this ordering (such as lease Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally, People Eat More Donuts After School, etc.). We’ll start with a few examples that only invoke a few operations each. Example 1.4.6. Use the order of operations to simplify the following expressions. a 10 + 2 · 3. With this expression, we have the operations of addition and multiplication. The order of operations says the multiplication has higher priority, so execute that first: z}|{ 10 + 2 · 3 = 10 + 2 · 3 = 10 + 6 = 16 b 4 + 10 ÷ 2 − 1. With this expression, we have addition, division, and subtraction. According to the order of operations, the first thing we need to do is divide. After that, we’ll apply the addition and subtraction, working left to right: z }| { 4 + 10 ÷ 2 − 1 = 4 + 10 ÷ 2 −1 z }| { = 4 + 5 −1 =9−1 =8 c 7 − 10 + 4. This example only has subtraction and addition. While the acronym PEMDAS may mislead you to do addition before subtraction, remember that these operations have the same priority, and so we work left to right when executing them: z }| { 7 − 10 + 4 = 7 − 10 +4 = −3 + 4 =1 d 20 ÷ 4 · 7. This expression has only division and multiplication. Again, remember that although PEMDAS shows “MD,” the operations of multiplication and division have the same priority, so we’ll apply them left to right: z }| { 20 ÷ 4 · 5 = 20 ÷ 4 ·5 =5·5 = 25 e (6 + 7)2 . With this expression, we have addition inside a set of parentheses, and an exponent of 2 outside of that. We must compute the operation inside the parentheses first, and after that we’ll apply the exponent: z }| { (6 + 7)2 = (6 + 7)2
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f 4(2)3 . This expression has multiplication and an exponent. There are parentheses too, but no operation inside them. Parentheses used in this manner make it clear that the 4 and 2 are separate numbers, not to be confused with 42. In other words, 4(2)3 and 423 mean very different things. Exponentiation has the higher priority, so we’ll apply the exponent first, and then we’ll multiply: z}|{ 4(2)3 = 4 (2)3 = 4(8) = 32 Remark 1.4.7. There are many different ways that we write multiplication. We can use the symbols ·, ×, and ∗ to denote multiplication. We can also use parentheses to denote multiplication, as we’ve seen in Example 1.4.6, Item f. Once we start working with variables, there is even another way. No matter how multiplication is written, it does not change the priority that multiplication has in the order of operations. Exercise 1.4.8 (Practice with order of operations). Simplify this expression one step at a time, using the order of operations. 5 − 3(7 − 4)2 = = = =



1.4.3



Absolute Value Bars, Radicals, and Fraction Bars are Grouping Symbols



When we first discussed grouping symbols, we only mentioned parentheses and brackets. Each of the following examples has an implied grouping symbol aside from parentheses and brackets: absolute value bars, radicals, and fraction bars. Absolute Value Bars The absolute value bars, as in |2 − 5|, group the expression inside it just like a set of parentheses would. Radicals The same is true of the √ radical symbol — everything inside the radical is grouped, as with 12 − 3. Fraction Bars With a horizontal division bar, the numerator is treated as 2+3 . one group and the denominator as another, as with 5−2 We don’t need parentheses for these three things since the absolute value bars, radical, and horizontal division bar each denote this grouping on their own. As far as priority in the order of operations goes, it’s important to remember that these work just like our most familiar grouping symbols, parentheses. With absolute value bars and radicals, these grouping symbols also do something to what’s inside (but only after the operations inside √ the grouping symbols have been executed). For example, |−2| = 2, and 9 = 3.
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Example 1.4.9. Use the order of operations to simplify the following expressions. a 4 − 3 |5 − 7|. For this expression, we’ll treat the absolute value bars just like we treat parentheses. This implies we’ll simplify what’s inside the bars first, and then compute the absolute value. After that, we’ll multiply and then finally subtract: z }| { 4 − 3 |5 − 7| = 4 − 3 5 − 7 z}|{ = 4 − 3 |−2| z}|{ = 4 − 3(2) =4−6 = −2 We may not do 4 − 3 = 1 first, because 3 is connected to the absolute value bars by multiplication (although implicitly), which has a higher order than subtraction. √ b 8 − 52 − 8 · 2. This expression has an expression inside the radical of 52 − 8 · 2. We’ll treat this radical like we would a set of parentheses, and simplify that internal expression first. We’ll then apply the square root, and then our last step will be to subtract that expression from 8: √z}|{ √ 8 − 52 − 8 · 2 = 8 − 52 −8 · 2 √ z}|{ = 8 − 25 − 8 · 2 √ z }| { = 8 − 25 − 16 z}|{ √ =8− 9 =8−3 =5 c



24 + 3 · 6 . For this expression, the first thing we want to do is to rec5 − 18 ÷ 2 ognize that the main fraction bar serves as a separator that groups the numerator and groups the denominator. Another way this expression could be written is (24 + 3 · 6) ÷ (15 − 18 ÷ 2). This implies we’ll simplify the numerator and denominator separately according to the order of operations (since there are implicit parentheses around each of these). As a final step we’ll simplify the resulting fraction (which is division). z}|{ 24 + 3 · 6 24 +3 · 6 = 5 − 18 ÷ 2 5 − 18 ÷ 2 | {z } z}|{ 16 + 3 · 6 = 5−9 16 + 18 = −4 34 = −4
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17 2



Exercise 1.4.10 (More Practice with Order of Operations). Use the order of 6 + 3 |9 − 10| operations to evaluate √ . 3 + 18 ÷ 3



1.4.4



Negation and Distinguishing (−a)m from −am



We noted in the Order of Operations that using the negative sign to negate a number has the same priority as multiplication and division. To understand why this is, observe that −1 · 23 = −23, just for one example. So negating 23 gives the same result as multiplying 23 by −1. For this reason, negation has the same priority in the order of operations as multiplication. This can be a source of misunderstandings. How would you write a math expression that takes the number −4 and squares it? −42 ?



(−4)2 ?



it doesn’t matter?



Well, it does matter. Certainly the second option, (−4)2 is squaring the number −4. The parentheses empasize this. But the expression −42 is something different. There are two actions in this expression: a negation and and exponentiation. According to the order of operations, the exponentiation has higher priority than the negation, so the exponent of 2 in −42 is going to apply to the 4 before the negative sign (multiplication by −1) ever gets taken into account. We would have: z}|{ −42 = − 42 = −16 and this is not the same as (−4)2 , which is positive 16. Warning 1.4.11 (Negative Numbers Raised to Powers). You may find yourself needing to raise a negative number to a power, and using a calculator to do the work for you. If you do not understand the issue described here, then you may get incorrect results. • For example, entering -4^2 into a calculator will result in −16, the negative of 42 . • But entering (-4)^2 into a calculator will result in 16, the square of −4. Go ahead and try entering these into your own calculator. Exercise 1.4.12 (Negating and Raising to Powers). Compute the following: a −34 =



and (−3)4 =



b −43 =



and (−4)3 =



c −1.12 =



and (−1.1)2 =



Remark 1.4.13. You might observe in the previous example that there is no difference between −43 and (−4)3 . It’s true that the results are the same, −64, but the two expressions still do say different things. With −43 , you raise to a power first, then negate. With (−4)3 , you negate first, then raise to a power.
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As was discussed in Subsection 1.1.5, if the base of a power is negative, then whether or not the result is positive or negative depends on if the exponent is even or odd. It depends on whether or not the factors can all be paired up to “cancel” negative signs, or if there will be a lone factor left by itself.



1.4.5



More Examples



Here are some example exercises that involve applying the order of operations to more complicated expressions. Try these exercises and read the steps given in each solution. Exercise 1.4.14 (Complications). Simplify 10 − 4(5 − 7)3 . Solution. For the expression 10 − 4(5 − 7)3 , we have simplify what’s inside parentheses first, then we’ll apply the exponent, then multiply, and finally subtract: z }| { 10 − 4(5 − 7)3 = 10 − 4(5 − 7)3 z }| { = 10 − 4 (−2)3 z }| { = 10 − 4(−8) = 10 − (−32) = 10 + 32 = 42 Exercise 1.4.15 (Complications). Simplify 24 ÷ (15 ÷ 3 + 1) + 2. Exercise 1.4.16 (Complications). Simplify 6 − (−8)2 ÷ 4 + 1. Solution. To simplify 6 − (−8)2 ÷ 4 + 1, we’ll first apply the exponent of 2 to −8, making sure to recall that (−8)2 = 64. After this, we’ll apply division. As a final step, we’ll be have subtraction and addition, which we’ll apply working left-to-right: z }| { 6 − (−8)2 ÷ 4 + 1 = 6 − (−8)2 ÷4 + 1 z }| { = 6 − (64) ÷ 4 +1 z }| { = 6 − 16 +1 = −10 + 1 = −9 Exercise 1.4.17 (Complications). Simplify (20 − 42 ) ÷ (4 − 6)3 . 2 |9 − 15| + 1 Exercise 1.4.18 (Complications). Simplify √ . (−5)2 + 122



1.4.6



Exercises



1. Evaluate these expressions:



1.4. ORDER OF OPERATIONS a 5+1−1= b 5−1+1= 2. Evaluate these expressions: a 2+5−7= b 2−5+7= 3. Evaluate these expressions: a 10 · 2 ÷ 5 = b 10 ÷ 2 · 5 = 4. Evaluate the expression: 16 ÷ (2)3 = 5. Evaluate the expression: 16 ÷ (−2)3 = 6. Evaluate the expression: 3 + 8(2) = 7. Evaluate the expression: 5(2 + 2) = 8. Evaluate the expression: (5 − 3)2 = 9. Evaluate this expression: (2 · 4)2 = 10. Evaluate this expression: 2 · 42 = 11. Evaluate this expression: (10 − 2) · 2 = 12. Evaluate this expression: 12 − 2 · 5 = 13. Evaluate this expression: 2+5·6= 14. Evaluate this expression: 1−5·6= 15. Evaluate this expression: 30 − 2(5)2 = 16. Evaluate these expressions: a 2−8= b 2(−8) = 17. Evaluate these expressions:
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW a 2 − 5(2) = b 2(−5)(2) =



18. Evaluate this expression: 2 − 5(−2)5 = 19. Evaluate this expression: 1 − 5(−6) = 20. Evaluate this expression: −[2 − (1 − 8)2 ] = 21. Evaluate this expression: 5 − 4[2 − (10 + 5 · 3)] = 22. Evaluate this expression: 9 + 4(42 − 5 · 23 ) = 23. Evaluate this expression: −2[8 − (3 − 2 · 2)2 ] = 24. Evaluate these expressions: a 2−5·6+8= b 2 − 5 · (−6) + 8 = 25. Evaluate these expressions: a 2 + 6 · 22 = b 2 + 6 · 23 = 26. Evaluate these expressions: a (−2)2 + 6 = b −22 + 6 = 27. Evaluate these expressions: a (−2)2 − 22 = b −22 − (−2)2 = c −22 − 22 = 28. Evaluate these expressions: a (−2)3 + 9 = b −23 + 9 = 29. Evaluate these expressions: a 6 − (−4)2 = b 6 − (−4)3 =



1.4. ORDER OF OPERATIONS 30. Evaluate this expression: 164 − 5[62 − (5 − 1)] = 31. Evaluate this expression: (8 − 2)2 + 2(8 − 22 ) 32. Evaluate these expressions: a (6 − 5)2 − (5 − 6)2 = b (6 − 5)3 − (5 − 6)3 = 33. Evaluate this expression: (2 · 5)2 − 2 · 52 = 34. Evaluate this expression: 2 · 52 − 24 ÷ 22 · 8 + 5 = 35. Evaluate this expression: 6(7 − 2)2 − 6(7 − 22 ) = 36. Evaluate this expression: 2[19 − 3(7 + 8)] = 37. Evaluate this expression: −22 − 9[2 − (7 − 43 )] = 38. Evaluate these expressions: 20 +5= 5 20 b = 5+5 39. Evaluate these expressions: a



8 = 2 4+8 b = 2 40. Evaluate this expression: 10 + 2 5−1 41. Evaluate this expression: 62 − 52 = 1 + 10 42. Evaluate this expression: 1 − (−4)3 = 2−7 43. Evaluate this expression: (−10) · (−3) − (−2) · 9 = (−6)2 + (−38) 44. Evaluate these expressions: a 4+



− |1 − 8| = 45. Evaluate these expressions:
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46. Evaluate this expression: 1 − 8 | 1 − 9 | +9 = 47. Evaluate this expression: −92 − | 8 · (−9) |= 48. Evaluate this expression: 2 − 8 | −9 + (4 − 7)3 |= 49. Evaluate these expressions: a | 2 − 9 |2 − | 2 − 92 |= b (2 − 9)2 − (2 − 92 ) = 50. Evaluate this expression: | 1 + (−4)3 | = −3 51. Evaluate this expression: 1 + (−4)3 = −3 52. Evaluate this expression: −2 | 6 − 13 | = 18 − (−4)2 53. Evaluate this expression: 2 2 +2· = 9 9 54. Evaluate ( ) this ( expression: ) 3 3 3 3 − −5 − = 8 40 40 8 55. this Evaluate expression: 3 − 3 − 5 3 − 3 = 8 40 40 8 56. Evaluate this expression: ( )2 2 2 +2 = 3 3 57. Evaluate the following expressions: (



)2 2 = 3 ( )2 2 = b − 3 ( )2 2 c − − = 3 −



a



58. Evaluate the following expressions: ( a



2 − 3



)3 =
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( )3 2 = 3 ( )3 2 c − − = 3



b −



59. Evaluate the following expressions: ( )3 1 a 2− = 2 ( )3 1 b 2− − = 2 60. Simplify the following fraction. 1 1 5 3 + ÷ − = 5 5 3 5 61. Evaluate this expression: √ 2 18 + 46 = 62. Evaluate this expression: √ 2 37 + 3 · 9 = 63. Evaluate this expression: √ 10 − 2 18 + 46 = 64. Evaluate this expression: √ √ 9 − 2 8 + 73 = 65. Evaluate these expressions: (√ )2 a −5 18 − 9 = √ b −5 (18 − 9)2 = 66. Evaluate this expression: √ −60 + 82 = 67. Evaluate this expression. √ 42 + 32 = 68. √ Evaluate this expression: 9+2 √ = 9−2 69. √ Evaluate this expression: 60 + 3 · 7+ | −18 − 1 | −12 − (−2)3



1.5



Set Notation and Types of Numbers



Objectives: PCC Course Content and Outcome Guide



• ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60-



classify-numbers”; check spelling or



use ”provisional” attribute⟩⟩
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When we talk about how many or how much of something we have, it often makes sense to use different types of numbers. For example, if we are counting dogs in a shelter, the possibilities are only 0, 1, 2, . . .. (It would be difficult to have 21 of a dog.) On the other hand if you were weighing a dog in pounds, it doesn’t make sense to only allow yourself to work with whole numbers. The dog might weigh something like 28.35 pounds. These examples highlight how certain kinds of numbers are appropriate for certain situtations. We’ll classify various types of numbers in this section. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htP2goe31MM Figure 1.5.1: Alternative Video Lesson



1.5.1



Set Notation



What is the mathematical difference between these three “lists?” 28, 31, 30



{28, 31, 30}



(28, 31, 30)



To a mathematician, the last one, (28, 31, 30) is an ordered triple. What matters is not merely the three numbers, but also the order in which they come. The ordered triple (28, 31, 30) is not the same as (30, 31, 28); they have the same numbers in them, but the order has changed. For some context, February has 28 days; then March has 31 days; then April has 30 days. The order of the three numbers is meaningful in that context. With curly braces and {28, 31, 30}, a mathematician sees a collection of three numbers and does not particularly care about the order they are in. Such a collection is called a set. All that matters is that these three numbers are part of a collection. They’ve been written in some particular order because that’s necessary to write them down. But you might as well have put the three numbers in a bag and shaken up the bag. For some context, maybe your favorite three NBA players have jersey numbers 30, 31, and 28, and you like them all equally well. It doesn’t really matter what order you use to list them. So we can say: {28, 31, 30} = {30, 31, 28}



(28, 31, 30) ̸= (30, 31, 28)



What about just writing 28, 31, 30? This list of three numbers is ambiguous. Without the curly braces or parentheses, it’s unclear to a reader if the order is important. Set notation is the use of curly braces to surround a list/collection of numbers, and we will use set notation frequently in this section. Exercise 1.5.2 (Set Notation). Practice using (and not using) set notation. According to Google, the three most common error codes from visiting a web site are 403, 404, and 500. Without knowing which error code is most common, express this set mathematically. Error code 500 is the most common. Error code 403 is the least common of these three. And that leaves 404 in the middle. Express the error codes in a mathematical way that appreciates how frequently they happen, from most often to least often.
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1.5.2
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Different Number Sets



In the introduction, we mentioned how different sets of numbers are appropriate for different situations. Here are the basic sets of numbers that are used in basic algebra.



Natural Numbers When we count, we begin: 1, 2, 3, . . . and continue on in that pattern. These numbers are known as natural numbers. N = {1, 2, 3, . . . } Whole Numbers If we also include zero with our counting numbers, then we have the set of whole numbers. W = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . } Integers Once we also include the negatives of every whole number, then we have the set of integers. Z = {. . . , −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . } Rational Numbers A rational number is any number that can be written as a fraction of integers, where the denominator is nonzero. Alternatively, a rational number is any number that can be written with a decimal that terminates or that repeats. { } Q = 0, 1, −1, 2, 12 , − 12 , −2, 3, 13 , − 13 , −3, 32 , 23 . . . { } Q = 0, 1, −1, 2, 0.5, −0.5, −2, 3, 0.3, −0.3, −3, 1.5, 0.6 . . . Irrational Numbers Any number that cannot be written as a fraction of integers belongs to the set of irrational numbers. Another way to say this is that any number whose decimal places goes on forever without repeating √ is an irrational number. Some examples include π ≈ 3.1415926 . . ., 15 ≈ 3.87298 . . ., e ≈ 2.71828 . . . There is no standard symbol for the set of irrational numbers. Real Numbers Any number that can be marked somewhere on a number line is a real number. Real numbers might be the only numbers you are familiar with. For a number to not be real, you have to start considering complex numbers like in ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”section-complexnumber-operations”; check spelling or use ”provisional” attribute⟩⟩. The set of real numbers can be denoted with R for short. Warning 1.5.3 (Rational Numbers in Other Forms). It’s key to note that any number that can be written as a ratio of integers is rational, even if it’s not written that way at first. For example, √ these numbers might not look rational √ √ √ √ 3 3 5 + 2− 5 − 2. But they are all to you at first glance: −4, 9, 0π, and 3 0 1 rational, because they can respectively be written as −4 1 , 1 , 1 , and 1 .
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23 0 −42



Natural



Whole



Integers



3 17



Rational Numbers 1.25 4.3



π √



e 15 Irrational Numbers 1.010010001 . . .



Real Numbers



i



Figure 1.5.4: Types of Numbers Example 1.5.5 (Determine if Numbers Deare This Type or That √ √ Type). } { 19, 25, 10.7 termine which numbers from the set −102, −7.25, 0, π4 , 2, 10 , 3 are natural numbers, whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, and real numbers. Solution. All of these numbers are real numbers, becasue all of these numbers can be positioned on the real number line. Each real number is either rational or irrational, and not both. −102, −7.25, 0, and 2 are rational because we can see directly that their decimal expressions terminate. 10.7 is also rational, because its decimal expression repeats. 10 3 is rational because it is a ratio of integers. And last but not least, √ 25 is rational, because that’s √ the same thing as 5. This leaves only π4 and 19 as irratinal numbers. Their decimal expressions go on forever without entering a repetetive cycle. √ Only −102, 0, 2, and 25√(which is really 5) are integers. Of these, only 0, 2, and 25 are whole numbers, because whole numbers excludes the negative integers. √ Of these, only 2 and 25 are natural numbers, because the natural numbers exclude 0. Exercise 1.5.6. a Give an example of a whole number that is not an integer. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE.



b Give an example of an integer that is not a whole number. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE.



c Give an example of a rational number that is not an integer. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE.



d Give an example of a irrational number.



e Give an example of a irrational number that is also an integer. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE.
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Exercise 1.5.7. In the introduction, we mentioned that the different types of numbers are appropriate in different situation. Which number set do you think is most appropriate in each of the following situations? a The number of people in a math class that play the ukulele. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). b The hypotenuse’s length in a given right triangle. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). c The proportion of people in a math class that have a cat. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). d The number of people in the room with you who have the same birthday as you. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). e The total revenue (in dollars) generated for ticket sales at a Timbers soccer game. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number).



1.5.3



Converting Repeating Decimals to Fractions



We have learned that a terminating decimal number is a rational number. It’s easy to convert a terminating decimal number into a fraction of integers: you just need to multiply and divide by one of the numbers in the set {10, 100, 1000, . . .}. For example, when we say the number 0.123 out loud, we say “one hundred and twenty-three thousandths.” While that’s a lot to say, it makes it obvious that this number can be written as a ratio: 0.123 =



123 . 1000



Similarly,



2128 532 · 4 532 = = , 100 25 · 4 25 demonstrating how any terminating decimal can be written as a fraction. Repeating decimals can also be written as a fraction. To understand how, 189 use a calculator to find the decimal for, say, 73 99 and 999 You will find that 21.28 =



73 = 0.73737373 . . . = 0.73 99



189 = 0.189189189 . . . = 0.189. 999



The pattern is that diving a number that has so many digits by a number in the set {9, 99, 999, . . .} with the same number of digits will create a repeating decimal that starts as “0.” and then repeats the numerator. We can use this observation to reverse engineer some fractions from repeating decimals. Exercise 1.5.8. a Write the rational number 0.772772772 . . . as a fraction.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW b Write the rational number 0.69696969 . . . as a fraction.



Converting a repeating decimal to a fraction is not always quite this straightforward. There are complications if the number takes a few digits before it begins repeating. For your interest, here is one example on how to do that. Example 1.5.9. Can we convert the repeating decimal 9.134343434 . . . = 9.134 to a fraction? The trick is to separate its terminating part from its repeating part, like this: 9.1 + 0.034343434 . . . . Now note that the terminating part is 91 10 , and the repeating part is almost like our earlier examples, except it has an extra 0 right after the decimal. So we have: 1 91 + · 0.34343434 . . . . 10 10 With what we learned in the earlier examples and basic fraction arithmetic, we can continue: 91 1 9.134343434 . . . = + · 0.34343434 . . . 10 10 91 1 34 = + · 10 10 99 34 91 + = 10 990 91 · 99 34 = + 10 · 99 990 9009 34 = + 990 990 9043 = 990 Check that this is right by entering 9043 990 into a calculator and seeing if it returns the decimal we started with, 9.134343434 . . ..



1.5.4



Exercises



These exercises examine set notation. 1. There are two numbers that you can square to get 4. Express this collection of two numbers using set notation.



2. There are four positive, even, one-digit numbers. Express this collection of two numbers using set notation.



3. There is a set of three small positive integers where you can square all three numbers, then add the results, and get 30. Express this collection of two numbers using set notation.
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These exercises examine ehe different types of numbers. 4. Which of the following are whole numbers? There may be more than one correct answer. Error: PGchoicemacros: checkboxp rinta : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX. 5. Which of the following are integers? There may be more than one correct answer. Error: PGchoicemacros: checkboxp rinta : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX. 6. Which of the following are rational numbers? There may be more than one correct answer. Error: PGchoicemacros: checkboxp rinta : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX. 7. Which of the following are irrational numbers? There may be more than one correct answer. Error: PGchoicemacros: checkboxp rinta : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX. 8. Which of the following are real numbers? There may be more than one correct answer. Error: PGchoicemacros: checkboxp rinta : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX. 9. a Give an example of a whole number that is not an integer. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE. b Give an example of an integer that is not a whole number. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE. c Give an example of a rational number that is not an integer. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE. d Give an example of a irrational number. e Give an example of a irrational number that is also an integer. If no such number exists, enter DNE or NONE.
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CHAPTER 1. BASIC MATH REVIEW 10. Which number set do you think is most appropriate in each of the following situations?



a The number of dogs a student has owned throughout their lifetime. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). b The difference between the projected annual expenditures and the actual annual expenditures for a given company. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). c The length around swimming pool in the shape of a half circle with radius 10 ft. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). d The proportion of students at a college who own a car. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). e The width of a sheet of paper, in inches. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number). f The number of people eating in a non-empty restaurant. This number is best considered as a (Choose one: natural number, whole number, integer, rational number, irrational number, or real number).



11. Determine the validity of each statement by selecting True or False. Error: PGchoicemacros: popu pl istp rintq : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX.



12. Determine the validity of each statement by selecting True or False. Error: PGchoicemacros: popu pl istp rintq : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX.



13. Determine the validity of each statement by selecting True or False. Error: PGchoicemacros: popu pl istp rintq : U nknowndisplayM ode : M BX.



Convert decimal numbers into fractions.
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14. a Write the rational number 8.12 as a fraction. b Write the rational number 33.872 as a fraction.



15. a Write the rational number 0.52 = 0.525252 . . . as a fraction. b Write the rational number 0.418 = 0.418418 . . . as a fraction.



16. a Write the rational number 1.352 = 1.3525252 . . . as a fraction. b Write the rational number 5.5418 = 5.5418418 . . . as a fraction.



1.6



Comparison Symbols



Objectives: PCC Course Content and Outcome Guide



• ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60-order-



real-numberson-number-line”; check spelling or



use ”provisional” attribute⟩⟩



As you know, 8 is larger than 3; that’s a specific comparison between two numbers. We can also make a comparison between two less specific numbers, like if we say that average rent in Portland in 2016 is larger than it was in 2009. That makes a comparison using unspecified amounts. This section will go over the mathematical shorthand notation for making these kinds of comparisons. In Oregon, only people who are 18 years old or older can vote in statewide elections.1 Does that seem like a statement about the number 18? Maybe. But it’s also a statement about numbers like 37 and 62: it says that people these ages may vote as well. This section will also get into the mathematical notation for large collections of numbers like this. 1 Some other states like Washington allow 17-year-olds to vote in primary elections provided they will be 18 by the general election.
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In everyday language you can say something like “8 is larger than 3.” In mathematical writing, it’s not convenient to write that out in English. Instead the symbol “>” has been adopted, and it’s used like this: 8>3 and read out loud as “8 is greater than 3.” The symbol “>” is called the greater-than symbol. Exercise 1.6.1. a Use mathematical notation to write “11.5 is greater than 4.2.”



b Use mathematical notation to write “age is greater than 20.”



At some point in history, someone felt that > was a good symbol for “is greater than.” In “8 > 3,” the tall side of the symbol is with the larger of the two numbers, and the small pointed side is with the smaller of the two numbers. That seems like a good system. Alligator Jaws Grade school teachers sometimes teach children that “the alligator wants to eat the larger number” as a way of remembering which direction to write the symbol. We have to be careful when negative numbers are part of the comparison though. Is −8 larger or smaller than −3? In some sense −8 is larger, because if you owe someone 8 dollars, that’s more than owing them 3 dollars. But that is not how the > symbol works. This symbol is meant to tell you which number is farther to the right on a number line. And if that’s how it goes, then −3 > −8. lesser −3 > −8 numbers −8



−3



8 > −3 0



3



greater numbers x 8



Figure 1.6.2: How the > symbol works. Exercise 1.6.3. Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. −7.6 6



− 6 9.5 8



Exercise 1.6.4. Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. −5.2



π



10 3



4.6



8
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The greater-than symbol has a close relative, the greater-than-or-equalto symbol, “≥.” It means just like it sounds: the first number is either greater than, or equal to, the second number. These are all true statements: 8≥3



3 ≥ −8



3≥3



but one of these three statements is false: no



3 > −8



8>3



3>3



Remark 1.6.5. While it may not be that useful that we can write 3 ≥ 3, this symbol is quite useful when specific numbers aren’t explicitly used on at least one side, like in these examples: (hourly pay rate) ≥ (minimum wage) (age of a voter) ≥ 18 Sometimes you want to emphasize that one number is less than another number instead of emphasizing which number is greater. To do this, we have symbols that are reversed from > and ≥. The symbol “ ≥ < ≤ ̸=



Means equals is greater than is greater than or equal to is less than is less than or equal to is not equal to



Examples 5 13 = 13 4 = 1.25 13 > 11 π>3 13 ≥ 11 3≥3 −3 < 8 −3 ≤ 8



< 23 3≤3



10 = ̸ 20



1 2



1 2



̸= 1.2



Table 1.6.6: Comparison Symbols



1.6.1



Exercises



1. (Ordering Integers) Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. 3 7



−2



−3 4



2. (Ordering Decimals) Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. −7.1



2.11 4.89



− 3.1



− 0.07
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3. (Ordering Decimals) Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. 2.4



− 5.83



− 2.01



7.67



− 5.73



4. (Ordering Fractions) Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. 53 8



−8



−



17 3



9



8



5. (Ordering Fractions) Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. −



9 2



7 4



8 3



−



4 3



−



64 9



6. (Ordering) Use the > symbol to arrange the following numbers in order from greatest to least. For example, your answer might look like 4>3>2>1>0. −5.2



π



10 3



4.6



8



7. (True/False with Integers) Decide if each comparison is true or false. −5 ≥ −6 −3 ̸= −3 −6 ≥ −6 −1 = −7 −7 > 3 −8 = −8



(Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose



one: one: one: one: one: one:



) ) ) ) ) )



8. (True/False with Integers) Decide if each comparison is true or false. −5 ̸= 2 85 5≤3



(Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose



one: one: one: one: one: one:



) ) ) ) ) )



9. (True/False with Fractions) Decide if each comparison is true or false.
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> 57 35 − 4 ≥ − 12 9 33 − 13 2 ̸= 8 − 36 ̸= − 36 7 21 7 ≤ 21 11 42 3 < 5



69 (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose



one: one: one: one: one: one:



) ) ) ) ) )



10. (True/False with Fractions) Decide if each comparison is true or false. 6 5 5 > 3 17 80 9 ≤− 4 8 − 9 = − 16 18 − 63 ≥ − 63 8 8 3 < 3 21 29 5 =− 3



(Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose (Choose



one: one: one: one: one: one:



) ) ) ) ) )



11. (Compare Fractions) Choose < less/ >, < greater/ >, or = to make a true statement. 9 8 − − 8 9 12. (Compare Fractions) Choose , or = to make a true statement. 1 1 3 1 5 + 3 5 ÷ 4 13. (Compare Fractions) Choose , or = to make a true statement. 3 3 27 9 5 ÷ 5 15 − 5 14. (Compare Mixed Numbers) 15. (Compare Mixed Numbers) Compare these two numbers: −2 13 1 16. (Compare Absolute Value) Compare the following numbers: 3 − |0.75| 4 17. (Compare Negative Numbers) True or false? −9 ≥ −3 True|False



1.7



Notation for Intervals



Objectives: PCC Course Content and Outcome Guide • ⟨⟨Unresolved xref, reference ”mth60express-inequality-



solution-sets”; check spelling or use ”provisional”



attribute⟩⟩



If you say (age of a voter) ≥ 18 and have a particular voter in mind, what is that person’s age? There’s no way to know for sure. Maybe they are 18, but maybe they are older. It’s helpful to visualize the possibilities with a number line, as in Figure 1.7.1.
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0



Figure 1.7.1: (age of a voter) ≥ 18 The shaded portion of the number line in Figure 1.7.1 is a mathematical interval. For now, that just means a collection of certain numbers. In this case, it’s all the numbers 18 and above. It’s one thing to say (age of a voter) ≥ 18, and another thing to discuss all the shaded numbers in the interval in Figure 1.7.1. In mathematics, (age of a voter) ≥ 18 is saying that there is one age under consideration and all we know is that it’s 18 or larger. It’s subtle, but this is not the same thing as the collection of all numbers that are 18 or larger. Mathematics has two common ways to write down these kinds of collections. Definition 1.7.2 (Set-Builder Notation). Set-builder notation attempts to directly say the condition that numbers in the interval satisfy. In general, write set-builder notation like: {x | condition on x} and read it out loud as “the set of all x such that ….” For example, {x | x ≥ 18} is read out loud as “the set of all x such that x is greater than or equal to 18.” The breakdown is as follows. {x | x ≥ 18} {x | x ≥ 18} {x | x ≥ 18} {x | x ≥ 18}



the set of all x such that x is greater than or equal to 18



Definition 1.7.3 (Interval Notation). Interval notation tries to just say the numbers where the interval starts and stops. For example, in Figure 1.7.1, the interval starts at 18. To the right, the interval extends forever and has no end, so we use the ∞ symbol (meaning ”infinity”). This particular interval is denoted: [18, ∞) Why use “[” on one side and “)” on the other? The square bracket is telling you that 18 is part of the interval and the round parenthesis is telling you that ∞ is not part of the interval.1 In general there are four types of intervals. Take note of the different uses of round parentheses and square brackets. a



b



x



Figure 1.7.4: An open interval is denoted (a, b) and means all numbers between a and b not including a or b. 1 And



a



b



x



Figure 1.7.5: A closed interval is denoted [a, b] and means all numbers between a and b including a and b.



how could it be, since ∞ is not even a number?
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a



b
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x



Figure 1.7.6: An open-closed interval is denoted (a, b] and means all numbers between a and b including b, but not a.



a



b



x



Figure 1.7.7: A closed-open interval is denoted [a, b) and means all numbers between a and b including a, but not b.



Also we allow a or b to be the symbols ∞ or −∞. If these symbols are used then the interval extends forever in one direction. Wherever these symbols are used, there has to be a round parenthesis, not a square bracket, since the interval won’t actually include these (non-) numbers. Example 1.7.8 (Lifespan). The person with the oldest verified age at the time of her death was Jeanne Calment of France, who died in 1997 at the precise age of 122.45 years old. Consider a random human being from history. How many years did that person live? We can’t be specific if we don’t know who we are talking about. But we can give a range of possibilities. If a person was ever alive, they were older than 0 when they died. And using Jeanne Calment as the upper limit, no one has ever lived beyond 122.45 years. So Figure 1.7.9 gives a picture of these possible ages. possibilities for age at death 0



122.45



x



Figure 1.7.9: Possible ages at death of people from history This is an interval that starts at 0 (not including 0) and ends at 122.45 (including 122.45). So in interval notation, it’s: (0, 122.45] It’s an interval where all the numbers are greater than 0 and less than or equal to 122.45. So using set-builder notation, it’s: {x | x > 0 and x ≤ 122.45} Sometimes people like to combine those last two inequalities and write this like: {x | 0 < x ≤ 122.45} Exercise 1.7.10 (Construction Recycling). There is a recycling center in town that will take truckloads of construction scrap (framing wood, drywall, etc.) They charge $0.05 per pound of material, but they charge a minimum of $25. Your truck is only rated to carry 1200 pounds maximum. If you take a truckload of material to this recycling center, what are the possible amounts (in dollars) that you will be charged? You can leave dollar signs out of your answers below. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so:
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Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


In set-builder notation: In interval notation: Exercise 1.7.11 (Interval and Set-Builder Notation from Number Lines). For each interval expressed in these number lines, give the interval notation and set-builder notation. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so: Symbol ∞ ≥ ≤ ̸=



Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


1.



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



2.



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



3.



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation: Occasionally there is a need to consider number line pictures such as Figure 1.7.12, where two or more intervals appear. −10



−5



0



5



10



x



Figure 1.7.12: A number line with a union of two intervals This picture is trying to tell you to consider numbers that are between −5 and 1, together with numbers that are between 4 and 7. That word “together” is related to the word “union,” and in math the union symbol, ∪, captures this idea. So we can write the numbers in this picture as either [−5, 1] ∪ (4, 7]
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(which uses interval notation) or as the much more tedious {x | −5 ≤ x ≤ 1} ∪ {x | 4 < x ≤ 7} (which uses set-builder notation). There is at least one more way to use setbuilder notation here. If you recognize that the shaded numbers are either between −5 and 1 or are between 4 and 7, then you see that you may write: {x | −5 ≤ x ≤ 1 or 4 < x ≤ 7}



Unions and the word “or” In mathematics, the union of two things is often associated with the word “or” instead of the word “and.” The reason for this is that to be part of a union, something is either in one of the sets or it is in the other. To be inside one set and inside the other set means you are inside both sets at the same time, and that is impossible with the two sets illustrated in Figure 1.7.12. So while the picture of a union looks like one set and another set joined together, mathematics will often interpret a picture like this as some number being part of one set or the other set. Exercise 1.7.13 (Reduced Price Tickets). A general admission ticket to the movies costs $18. However, children ages 6 through 12 are only charged $10. The same discount is offered to seniors ages 65 and older. Use mathematical notation to describe the set of possible ages of someone who was eligible for a $10 ticket. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so: Symbol ∞ ≥ ≤ ̸= ∪



Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


capital letter U



In set-builder notation: In interval notation: Exercise 1.7.14 (Interval and Set-Builder Notation from Number Lines). For each interval expressed in these number lines, give the interval notation and set-builder notation. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so: Symbol ∞ ≥ ≤ ̸= ∪



Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


capital letter U
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1.



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



2.



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



3.



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



1.7.1



Exercises



1. (Interval and Set-Builder Notation from Number Lines) For each interval expressed in these number lines, give the interval notation and set-builder notation. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so: Symbol ∞ ≥ ≤ ̸= ∪



(a)



Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


capital letter U



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



(b)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



(c)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation: 2. (Interval and Set-Builder Notation from Number Lines) For each interval expressed in these number lines, give the interval notation and set-builder
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notation. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so: Symbol ∞ ≥ ≤ ̸= ∪



Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


capital letter U



(a)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



(b)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



(c)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation: 3. (Interval and Set-Builder Notation from Number Lines) For each interval expressed in these number lines, give the interval notation and set-builder notation. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so: Symbol ∞ ≥ ≤ ̸= ∪



(a)



Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


capital letter U



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



(b)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:
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(c)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation: 4. (Interval and Set-Builder Notation from Number Lines) For each interval expressed in these number lines, give the interval notation and set-builder notation. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so: Symbol ∞ ≥ ≤ ̸= ∪



(a)



Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


capital letter U



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



(b)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation:



(c)



In set-builder notation:



In interval notation: 5. (Gas Tank) Your car has a gas tank with a maximum capacity of 13 gallons. Use set-builder notation and interval notation to express the possible amounts of gasoline that might be in your tank. You can leave units out of your answers below, and assume that all quantities have gallon units. In set-builder notation: In interval notation: 6. (Reduced Price Tickets) A general admission ticket to the movies costs $13. However, children ages 7 through 14 are only charged half price. The same discount is offered to seniors ages 68 and older. Use mathematical notation to describe the set of possible ages of someone who was eligible for a half-price ticket. You may need to type the following symbols, and here is how you do so:
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Keyboard Equivalent INF or infinity >= 


capital letter U



In set-builder notation: In interval notation: 7. Solve this compound inequality, and write your answer in interval notation. Please type: • inf for ∞, • DNE for “no solution” • U for the union symbol ∪ x ≥ 1 and x ≤ 4 Solution: 8. Solve this compound inequality, and write your answer in interval notation. Please type: • inf for ∞, • DNE for “no solution” • U for the union symbol ∪ x > 2 and x ≥ 4 Solution: 9. Solve this compound inequality, and write your answer in interval notation. Please type: • inf for ∞, • DNE for “no solution” • U for the union symbol ∪ x ≥ 5 and x ≤ 3 Solution: 10. Solve this compound inequality, and write your answer in interval notation. Please type: • inf for ∞, • DNE for “no solution” • U for the union symbol ∪ x ≥ 1 or x ≤ 4 Solution:
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11. Solve this compound inequality, and write your answer in interval notation. Please type: • inf for ∞, • DNE for “no solution” • U for the union symbol ∪ x ≥ 4 or x ≤ 3 Solution: 12. Solve this compound inequality, and write your answer in interval notation. Please type: • inf for ∞, • DNE for “no solution” • U for the union symbol ∪ x > 2 or x ≥ 4 Solution: 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | x ≤ −8 < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



18. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | x ≥ −8 < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



19. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | x < −8 < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



20. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | x > −8 < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



21. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | −8 > x < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞.
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22. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | −8 ≥ x < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



23. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | −8 ≤ x < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



24. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | −8 < x < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



25. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: ⟨ ⟨ 2 lbrace/ > x | < x rbrace/ > 3 Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is 26. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: ⟨ ⟨ 2 lbrace/ > x | x ≤ − rbrace/ > 3 Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is 27. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | x ≤ 0 < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.



28. Change the following inequality from set-builder notation to interval notation: < lbrace/ > x | 0 < x < rbrace/ > Please use inf to represent ∞. The interval notation is



.
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